
Pfizer Director Physically Assaults James O’Keefe and Veritas Staff, Destroys
iPad Showing Undercover Recordings About “Mutating” Covid Virus – NYPD
Responds (VIDEO)

Description

Jordon Trishton Walker, Pfizer Director of Research and Development, physically assaulted James
O’Keefe and Veritas staffers on Thursday.

James O’Keefe confronted Walker at a restaurant and showed him the undercover recordings about
Pfizer’s plans to potentially mutate the Covid virus.

“You f*cked up!” Walker shouted before destroying the iPad showing the PV undercover recordings
about the “mutating” Covid virus.

Project Veritas on Wednesday night released explosive video of Jordon Trishton Walker, Pfizer
Director of Research and Development, Strategic Operations, admitting the pharma giant is exploring
‘mutating’ Covid-19 via ‘directed evolution’ so the company can continue to profit off of vaccines.

“One of the things we’re exploring is like, why don’t we just mutate it [COVID] ourselves so we could
create — preemptively develop new vaccines, right? So, we have to do that. If we’re gonna do that
though, there’s a risk of like, as you could imagine — no one wants to be having a pharma company
mutating f**king viruses,” Walker told the undercover Project Veritas journalist.

“Don’t tell anyone. Promise you won’t tell anyone. The way it [the experiment] would work is that we
put the virus in monkeys, and we successively cause them to keep infecting each other, and we collect
serial samples from them,” he said in the undercover recordings.

“I’m just someone who’s working in a company that’s trying to literally help the public,” Walker said
during the confrontation.

Walker insisted he was just ‘trying to impress his date.’
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The NYPD responded to the assault.

VIDEO:

SHOCKING: @Pfizer Director Physically Assaults @JamesOKeefeIII & Veritas Staff;
Destroys iPad Showing Undercover Recordings About “Mutating” Covid Virus; NYPD
RESPONDS!

“I’m just someone who’s working in a company that’s trying to literally help the public.”

“You fu*ked up!” pic.twitter.com/83OWqlKd4t

— Project Veritas (@Project_Veritas) January 26, 2023

By Cristina Laila
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